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lstituto di Matematica, Universitci di Genova, 16132 Genova, Italy 
Abstract. CCS, the Calculus of Communicating Systems devised by Milner, has proved extremely 
successful for providing, via translation, a sound mathematical basis for a wide class of concurrent 
languages. Nevertheless, as it stands, it suffe*s from a limitation: it is impossible to determine at 
run time the channel on which to send or receive a communication. There are various possibihties 
for giving CCS such ability, but the price can be a drastic change in the language and the thzoq 
of ccs. 
Here we present a simple solution to this problem, which keeps language and theory almost 
unchanged, at least in firndamental aspects: the essential idea is to extend CCS by allowing 
(channel-) label expressiofqs. We also show various applications of this extended version of CCS. 
1. Introduction 
1.1. Translhng into CCS 
In [7-j, Milner has presented a Calculus of Communicating Systems (abbreviated 
CCS) which consists of: 
(a) a language, the language of behaviour expressions; 
(b) a set of derivation rules which define a labeiled relation on behaviour 
expressions ; 
(c) a semantics for the behaviour programs (i.e., behaviour expressions without free 
variables) defined by some equivalences, based on the idea of observation: i.e., two 
programs are equivalent if and only if their observable behaviour is equivalent in some 
sense. 
In [7,2, 1,6] techniques are exhibited for obtaining an operational semantics for 
concurrent languages by means of a translation into CCS. We illustrate here the basic 
ideas; the reader acquainted with these topics can pass directly to Section 1.2. 
The most classical example is a memory register, 
A register X which contains the integer n is represented by a behaviour program 
REGx( n), recursively defined, which has two communication capabilities: it can 
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receive on the input port cu a new integer value m and then become REGIY (1~) or 
it can send through the outport port jj the contained value n and restore itself. 
LO& denotes a register initially empty. 
Now consider the translation of some typical programming constructs (translation 
is denoted by the brackets I[. . .p>, 
[Ix:=o]=(iogI, m.&,m.E.NIL)\p, where [On = fiO.NIL: 
[I C : C’l = [I Cl before [Cl, where B before B’ is a short notation fol 
wPIm.wP (P new), for any behaviour expression B, B’. 
The behaviour program which translates an assignment consists of the parallel 
composition (denoted by I) of two programs: the first one is the translation of the 
expression 0 and just sends the integer value 0 and then dies (NIL is the program 
which has no capabilities); the second one is a program which receives an integer 
value m at the port p, sends it through the output porn c& to the register X shown 
above and tl-(en dies. The port < just send% a control signal which is needed to 
manage sequential composition. This is shov I1 in the second example: the translation 
\jf any command C must end with the sending of a signal which allows the following 
command C’ to start. The ‘restrictions’ \p ilnd \p denote that the ports p, p can be 
used only ‘inside’ the restriction operator \. The ‘relabelling’ [P/F] denotes thal 
every occurrence of F in [Cl has to be replaced by a never used label J? ; that ensures 
that every start signal will be received only by the correct command. 
For a full description of CCS and of the technique of translating see [7, 2, 1, 61. 
However, it should be clear from the examples above that the basic idea of translating 
into U‘S is to describe any action in terms of a nymber of elementary synchronized 
communitations through ‘complementary’ port.; (like IY and 6). This approach is 
very simple and elegant, but it is not sutficient to describe al1 communication; 
constructs found in concurrent languages. 
An inadequacy of the original version of CC’S, noticed by Milner himself 17. pp 
I M-135], is the impossibility of describing situations where a process must dccidc 
which are its communication ports at run time, since in every CC’S program tht 
ports are statically determined and finite in number. For example, we cannot translate 
into U’S ;I language where a procedure can be called simultaneously from an! 
number 0:‘ processes, c;lusing the parallel execution of more ‘instances‘ of tht 
procedure. Let us ret;all and state the problem. (‘onside a the translation of a typica 
procedi~w Msume it is not recursive, for the moment), [proc C( A’ : in 
I’: out) bodyi/ .= s, b*here ,q is ;t behaviour identitier recursively defined as follows: 
( f-or tiny register S, \,I. .\ is a shortened notation for \cu\. \y.\.) 
The tr;ink~tion of the procedure G consists of the parallel composition of tht 
rq$tcrs .K. Y, initially empty, and of 3 progrim which, after receiving an input value 
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x from some calling process at the port (Y (i, stores it in X through the port &, then 
executes the body of G, sends to the calling process the content of Y on YG and 
finally restores g so that the procedure can be called again. 
The translation of a call will be 
[G(expr, Z)l= (~expr~~px.&-+y,z&ri?.N~L)\p, 
where we assume that the program [jexprj evaluates expr and sends the obtained 
value through p. Thus the translation of a call is a behaviour program that, after 
computing the value x of expr, sends it to the procedure G through Crc;, waits for 
receiving the output parameter z on yc; aicd fina’ly stores it in the register 2 through 
This translation is fully satisfactory if the procedure allows only one execution 
at a time, i.e., other possible calls must wait on 6 G until g has restored itself after 
an execution. At first sight, we might hope to allow for concurrent activations 
of G by making g restore itself directly after receiving its argument, 
[proc G(\X: in ; Y: out) body1 = g, where 
Now the restored g can be activated immediately after the first, and run concur- 
rently with it. But we cannot be sure that every g will return its result to the correct 
calling process, because all the calling processes will be waiting on yG and then 
any one of them could communicate with g which is waiting on j& following the 
rule which handles communication in CCS, based only on the ‘complementarity’ 
of the ports (like (Y and 5). 
What we want to do in this paper is to give CCS the ability to have ‘parametric 
channels’ (from another point of view, to ‘pass labels’), in order to model situations 
where the partner of a communication is dynamically determined. To this end in 
Section 2 we describe an extension of CCS, called CCS/PC, which admits parametric 
channels; more precisely, we replace labels of CCS (like cy, E) by ‘label expressions’ 
indicated by Qi, @,, . . . , @,, and which can be evaluated to label constants, provided 
they are closed, i.e., without free variables. Recalling that the behaviour of a CCS 
program is determined modulo the association of an evaluation system for the value 
expressions, we can say that now the behaviour of a CCS/PC program is determined 
modulo the association of an evaluation system both for value and label expressions. 
In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 we describe syntax and semantics of CCS/PC; in Section 
3 we present some applications, notably the handling of concurrent procedure calls 
and the translation into CCS/PC of a fragment of the metalanguage introduced by 
Bjgrner and Folkjaer [3] for specifying formally the semantics of ADA tasking [4]. 
Finally, in Section 4 we outline an extension for dealing with other constructs and 
give some hints towards further work. 
Note that the paper is not self-contained; we assume Milner’s book [7] as a 
standard reference, in order to avoid unnecessary repetitions of t,echnical statements. 
To that book we obviously refer for motivations. 
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More recently, in [8], Milner has developed a new theory of communicating 
processes, called SCCS, without value passing and with only*four combinators and 
recursion without parameters, in which the binary operator + is replaced by infinite 
indexed sums. We will give in the last section some comments on the relationship 
between our CCS/PC and SCCS. 
2. CCS/PC 
2. i. Tile language 
Value expressions. As in pure CCS, we use E, possibly indexed, to range over the 
set of value expressions. We do not specify their syntax but only assume that value 
expressions can contain variables X, _I: . . . . As we shall see later, when dealing with 
semantics, every value expression without free variables can be evaluated, following 
an evaluation system, to a unique constant symbol u denoting a value in a set of 
values. We will also allow tuples (El,. . . , E,) of value expressions. 
Label constants and relabellings. We assume a fixed set A of positive label con- 
stants, ranged over by (Y, p, ‘y, . . . , and a set 3 of negative label constants, ranged 
over by ti, p, 7,. . . , disjoint from d and in bijection with it, the bijection being 
a( E 3 ) + t5( E 6). OUI set of label constants is .I = J u 3, together witt 7. We use 
A to range over .I ; ,u5 v, __ . . to range over .4 u {T} and A to range over non-empty 
subsets of J. If A c -1, then we define ,& = { 61 cy E A). A relabelPing S: .\ + .\ is a 
bijection which ,spects complements (i.e., S(6) = S( cu) for every (Y, CE; E .I ). 
Label expressictns. We use @, possibly indexed, to range over the set of positive 
label expressions, whose syntax, as for the value expresssions, is not specified. We 
only assume that positive label constants are positive label expressions and that 
positive label expressions can contain variables X, ~1,. . . . The intended meaning, as 
we shall better see later, is that every positive label expression without free variables 
can be evaluated, following an evaluation system, to a unique positive label constant. 
For every positive label expression @, 6 will denote the corresponding negative 
label expression: the intended meaning is that if cfi evaluates to cy, then 6 evaluates 
to cu. 
Arrhaciour iden~~ficrs p. We assume that ;1 collection of identifiers is given. each 
one having 3 preassigned aritv tt( p), the number of value parameters. We assume w 
that the meaning of such identifiers is given by ;I clause 
p( .y,, . - * , .\‘,I, ,’ I I+= P,,, 
where A-, . . . . . , s,,, ,,, are distinct variables and P,, is a behaviour expression, detined 
below. We assume moreover that the behayiour identifiers are guardedly well-defined 
17, p. 73. 
&huviour csprcwions. A behaviour expression, is defined inductively as follows: 
( i 1 N I i. is ;i txhaviour expression: 
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(ii) if P, P’ are behaviour expressions, then 
P+P’, Qzx ,,..., x,.P, Q?E ,,..., E,.P, T.P, PIP’, P\A, 
~[Sl, P(EI, l l l 9 E ntpb), if E then P else P’ 
are behaviour expressions. 
In what follows we shall use B{ El/x,, . . . , En/x,) to denote the result of substitut- 
ing the expression E, for the variable xi ( 1 d id n) at all its free occurrences within 
B. Sometimes we shall abbreviate tuples of variables and expressions as x’ and E, 
and write a substitution as B{I!/x’}. 
The assumptions on free variables are as fcilows: 
FV(NIL) is the empty set: 
FV( P + P’) = FV( P) L) FV( P’) : 
FV( 4?l-,, . . . ) A,,.!‘)= W(P)--{x,, . . . , x,,)u NW); 
FV(@E,, . . . , E,.P)=FV(P)u ij FV(E,)uFV(&): 
I -I 
FV(zP)=W(P); FV( PI P’) = FV( P) L_I FV( P’); 
FV( F’,A) = FV( I’); FV(P[S]) = FV(P): 
,I( p1 
FV(p(E,,.... E ,I,,J)= U FV(E,): 
1- I 
FV(if E then P else P’) = FV( E) LJ FV( P) u FV( P’). 
The meaning and the use of free variables is as usual. A program is a behaviorrr 
expression without free variables. 
Comparing these definitions to the ones given in [7, pp. M-671, the reader can 
realize that our behaviour expressions are just CCS behaviour expressions where 
we allow label expressions. Moreover, we admit restriction over a possibly infinite 
set of labels (i.e., we use \A, A being a set of positive labels, instead of \cy as in 
[7]); that is needed here because the set of labels of a behaviour expression is now 
potentially infinite. An analogous operator can be found in SCCS [8]. We will not 
give a fixed syntax for the sets of positive labels: thpf corresponds to the standard 
treatment of relabelling functions here and in the original CC‘S [7]. Clearly, in every 
inst;lntiation of their use a finite elfective presentation will be adopted As a standard 
notation, if ‘4 has only one clement cy, then we will write jlst B\CL 
ZY an intuitive understanding of the difference between CCS and CCS/PC, it 
can be useful to consider the trees corresponding respectively to CCS and CCS/PC 
programs. We recall that in [7, Ch. 61 a natural way is presented of representing 
behaviour programs as a special kind of trees, called Communication Trees (abbrevi- 
ated CTs). We refer to [7] for a full description. Milner has already pointed out [7, 
p. 971 that ~.~niy a small subclass of CTs are expressible as CCS programs. A larger 
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class is expressib!e as .CCS/ PC programs; we do not give here a formal definitii 
of thk class, but describe it by an example. 
Consider the CT in Fig. 1; it is not expressible as a CCS program, but is expressit 
as the CCS/PC program cux.y(x).NIL, where x is a variable with values in F+J al 
&he label expression y(n) evaluates to yn (n 2 0). 
Fig. I. 
Notice also that there is :I larger cl,ass of CTs which are not even expressible z 
KS/PC programs: for example, the one in Fig. 2. 
This CT would corres.?ond to allowing a behaviour expression which is a park 
meterized sum, and written WI. xi’__,, j$NlL. This is neither possible in CC’S nor i 
KS/PC (parameterized sum is not allowed). At the end of the paper we shall se 
some further extensions, corresponding to slightly different assumptions on the labe 
expressions in CC!$PC, which include the above CTs and many more, while no 
producing any important change in the theory. 
In [7, pp. 69-7 l], Milner defines a binary relation + “” over behaviour expressions 
for each p E . i u {T} and value ~9 (of t!;pe appropriate to k ). B + ““ B’ may be reac 
‘B produces (or can produce 1 3’ under pt“. The relations + w are defined by 
induction on the structure of the behaviour expressions. Such relations, which 
altogether define a labelled transition system, here aiso called a derivation system 
are the basis for the definition of sem:\ntic equivakcues. 
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Here we extend this system to CCS/PC. We assume that a transition system is 
given for evaluating the valus expressions and the label expressions; the arrow + E 
and its transitive closure + z denote the transitions and thus for every eked (i.e., 
without free variables) value eT.pression E and label expression @, there is a unique 
value v and a unique label a! s.t. E + * & v and @ + E (Y. (The assumption on uniqueness 
of values is only for simplicity: at the end of the paper we shall see some easy 
extensions.) According to our previous convention, if @ +$ IY, then 6 +g &. Now, 
before defining the derivation system for behaviour expressions, let us recall that 
in [7] a ciosed vaiue expression is considered identical with its value. Formally, the 
rules 
E +$fi _ E +:- v 
6&B-, &LB if E then B, else B2 -j if v then B, else B2 
(where g and 6 denote tuples of expressions and values), are implicitly assumed. 
An equivalent formulation of the same concept is that an inference rule such as 
[G;;J:*] is written as an axiom 56. B + ” B. 
We shall stic!. to the same convention: hence, instead of writing, for example, 
The remarks above are in the spirit of Plotkin’s structural operational semantics 
(see [9]), which is the methodology behind the semantics by derivations of CCS. 
Thus, perhaps not surprisingly, with the above convention the schemes of axioms 
and rules defining th- derivations (labelled transition system) in CCS/PC are 
formally the same as in CCS [7, pp. 69-7 l], except that for the extended restriction 
mentioned above. We list the rules here: the explanatory comments are as in [7]. P 
ranges over behaviour exyicssions in CCSj PC ; as in [7] we write also pv, h ~7 for ,G, h 6. 
tr( I’ ,’ ..l’,,) 
(Act) (I) (Yx I,..., s,,.P- P{u,/x I,..., VJX,,), 
ti( l’,,.... L’,, t 
(2) Gq,. . . ) v,,. P p P, 
(3) 7.P +I P; 
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( Rtts) 
p jpt p’ 
!‘\A +pv P’\A 
jUBAU& 
p +Bpc7 p’ 
(Rel) P[S] 3 S(@ HI’ 
P'[S] ; 
(Con) (1) 
P, jP1’ P', 
if true then P, else P2 d” Pi ’ 
(2) 
p 2 +111’ p; 
if false then’ P, else P2 ++’ Pi. 
Note that the derivations are defined on programs: the consistency of the defini- 
tions above is assured by the following lemma, which relies on the definition of 
free variables and the convention above (closed expression = denoted value/label). 
Lemma 2.1. (i) A CCS/ PC behaviour expression is a program [fl it has one qf the 
fhllowing *forms: ? ! 
NIL, P, + P2, axI, . . . , x,J’, ciu,, . . . , u,,. P’, 7. P’. PI 1 R, 
PV, P’[S], p( q,. . . , v,&, if u then P, else P,, 
where P,, P2, P’ are programs and the only -free variables in P are x,, . . . , x,, . 
(ii) (f P is a CCS/ PC program and P d“ P’, hen P’ is also a program. 
Proof. (i) Obvious from definitions. 
(ii) By induction on the length of the inference which ensures P +“” P’. Cl 
As for CCS, we can now proceed to define various equivalences on behaviour 
programs and thus, extending by closure, on behaviour expressions. In [7] three 
equivalences are considered: 
( I 1 direct, denoted by = ; 
(2) strong, denoted by - ; 
(3) observational, denoted by *. 
Because of Lemma 2.1 and the fact that the derivation rules are the same, we can 
assume the same definitions for CCS/PC [7, pp. 74, 70,991. But, more importantly 
all the propositions in [7] on equivalences of behzviour programs in CC5 
extend, essentially with the same proofs, to CCS/ PC; there is only a minor 
point to be explicitly noted and adjusted. Since some of the propositions involve 
the notion of sort and names of a behaviour expression, we have to extend that 
notion to CCS/PC behaviour expressions. That extension can be done in a straight- 
forward way. 
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Recall that the sort of a behaviour expression in CCS is the set of its positive 
and negative channel labels (formally defined in [7, p. 681). Clearly, in CCS the 
sort of a behaviour expression is statically determined, since the channel abels are 
constant expressions: for a CCS/PC behaviour expression we have to consider as 
sort the set of all positive and n - gative channel abels to which the label expressions 
can evaluate, in the underlying system for the expressions that we have implicitly 
assumed in every CCS calculus. 
Assuming that ? denotes the tuple of the free variables of @, define L( @) = 
{Al @{ u’/x”) evaluates to A, for some tuple of values 6) and L( &) = {xl h E L( @)}. 
Then the sort t(P) of a CCS/PC behaviour expression P can be defined induc- 
tively as in [7, p. 681, with the following changes: 
L(#x.P)= L(P)U L(Q), L(@lF.P)= L(P)u L(6), 
L(P\A)= L(P)-(Au/i). 
In some statzments he following notations will be used: name( cu) = name( &) = CY ; 
if L is a sort, then names(L) = {name(A) 1 A E L); if g denotes a guard (i.e., G, @ 
or T), then names(g) = names( L( @)). 
Then, assuming that the variables ranging over CCS behaviour expressions now 
range ovek CCS,‘PC behaviour expressions, we can for example state the following 
theorem about CCS/PC programs. 
Theorem 2.2. Theorems 5.3 (about direct equivalences), 5.4 and 5.5 (about strong 
congruences) c~f [7] hold in CCS/PC. 
Proof. The proof follows by using Lemma 2.1, as in (171. El 
As a clarifying example, recall the assertion (Res) - ( I), of [7, Theorem 5.51, 
B\a - B, cy #names( L( B)), 
and consider the behaviour program P = @$$J.NIL, where f is a variable with values 
in A (the set of positive labels). Then the above assertion cannot be applied to P, 
since $ can evaluate to 6 and hence Q! E names{ L(P)) (and indeed clearly P\a! #P). 
Again as if1 [7] we can extend the result to behaviour expressions, first defining 
direct and stong equivalences, 
P, - P2 iff for all 6, PI{+}- P2{6/2}, 
where z? is the tuple of the fret? variables occurring in P, or P2 or both. Hence we 
can say, for example, as the intuition clearly suggests, that 6(x + 1 j. NIL] NIL is 
strongly equivalent o @(x + 1 r.NIL for any label expression @. 
For another example, assume thatf is a variable with values in A ; then ( fv.NIL)\cy 
is not strongly equivalent to $v.NIL, since substituting L;Y for f, we have 
(j&.NIL)\cu(alf) = (cuv.NIL)\at which is strongly equivalent to NIL, while 
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Jv.NIL{ (y/f)= Guu.NIL# NIL. With the above definitions, we can generalize the 
previoi-rs results to behaviour expressions (without proof, which is routine). 
Theorem 2.3. Theorem 5.1 of [7] holds for CCS/ PC behaviour expressions. 
Analogously, extend to CCS/PC the results about observational equivalence (say 
17, Proposition 7.1, Theorems 7.2, 7.3 and 7.43). 
The overall result of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 and similar could be stated in a more 
general form, as a metatheorem (like the ‘duality principle’ in projective geometry). 
We do not think that such formalization is worthwhile here, but simply notice that 
in general propositions about behaviour programs in CCS, whose proofs use only 
axioms and ruies of the derivation system, hold also when the variables involved 
are considered ranging over CCS/PC behaviour expressions. That is because the 
form of behaviour programs and the derivation rules are the same in CCS and in 
KS/ PC. 
This remark justifies our claim that CCS theory transfers almost unchanged to 
cc’s/ PC. 
3. Examples of applications 
Just for the sake of clarity, in the following examples it can be convenient to 
associate with every positive lab4 constant CY a fixed domain of va!ues D(cu ), 
intuitively the ‘type’ of values allawed on 0. In this case we make the following 
further assumptions on the syntax of behaviour expressions. 
For every positive label expression @ with free variables .Q, . . . , s,,, if 
‘p( L.i/.Y,, . . . ) t~,,/_v,,} evaluates !o (Y and @{ Q_u,, . . . , L’:,/.I-,,} evaluates to o’, then 
I>( u ) = l_)( a’). Hence, we can define I>(@) setting D( @) = D(a), where 
@{ I:,+, , . . _ , c,,/ -‘Is,,) evaluates to u for some f.+, . . . , L),,. 
In ax,., . . . , x, and @E,, . . . , En the tuples .? = .q, . . . , x,, and g = E,, . . . , E,, are 
bound to assume values in I>(@). 
Relabellings must respect types, i.e., D(S(tu)) = I>(O) for every S: .I -+ .1 and 
every a E .I. 
In the following, when not ditferently specified, we consider a simple syntax for 
positive label expressions: 4 ::= cy 1 a(espr), where espr ranges over a set of 
expressions with values in an enumerable set Ve_ snd if expr evaluates to t’ E Vcxpr, 
then cu(espr) evaluates to a positive label a,. (in a family of distinct positive labels 
{ 0, 1 L’ f= V<.,J c J). 
We want to model a process which schedules access to a resource with a first 
come-first served policy. Let R denote the resource, U, ( i Z- 0) the users, Q(s) the 
scheduler. assuming that s ranger; over strings of integers and initially s = A. 
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RC- R-ready.a,. + l l interaction with the served process. . . .R, 
Ui = &-j.go&. l 9 l interaction with the resource (i 2 0), 
Q(ms)*ag.Q(msn) +R-ready.go(m).Q(s), 
where m, n are variables with values in N; s is a variable with values in N*; A 
denotes ihe empty string; R-ready, aR, gOi (i b 0) E A. 
The value sets associated to the label expressions are defined by D( R-ready) = 
D(a&=D(gO&(d and D(ao)=N. 
This queue works as follows: Q can receive on a0 a request from the ith user 
and in this case Q stores i in the queue; Q can also receive on R-ready from the 
resource R the signal that R is avtilable, and in this case Q allows the use of R to 
the first process in the queue-m-by sending a message on Enl and deletes m 
liom the queue. Note that, as long as the queuing processes are taken from a finite 
Fet, the above model of a queue can be encoded in CCS, by a technique similar to 
the one shown in [7, p. 114). 
Again, as remarked above, if the number of processes is infinite, that solution 
does not lkvqrk. Moreover, it is easy to realize that, when it works, that encoding 
represents a very low level implementation of queue; in this respect, while it provides, 
via translation, a well-founded semantics, it obscures sensibly the abstract notion 
of queue. 
3.2. Procedures in a concurrent language 
As we already have said in the introduction, parametric channels allow the parallel 
execution of many simultaneous instances of a procedure. In order to give a better 
understanding of the technique, instead of considering one particular language, we 
present different solutions discussing under which assumptions they work: i.e., we 
adopt a stepwise explanatory approach (similar to Milner’s style in [7, p. 1331, but 
there a fixed language scheme is considered). 
Let us go back to the discussion in the introduction, recalling the notations used 
there and still assuming, for the moment, that procedures do not call themselvLs. 
A first simple idea for eliminating the indicated drawbacks of the translation into 
CCS is modifying the translation of a procedure declaration as follows: 
ge%( N, -x).(gl(LOCv, / L0C,.I&~[body~ before y+y-- G(N)y.NIL)\L,\L,& 
assuming that N is a variable with values in a set of identifiers. The behaviour 
program g receives on a G a call to the procedure G, which specifies, together with 
the value x to be assigned to the input parameter X, also a name N which identifies 
the call; the receiving of this message causes the creation of a new copy of g (for 
allowing further calls) and the execution of the body of the procedure: at the end 
g sends the result _V on the correct line y - G, (depending on IV). 
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Co:respondingly, we have to associate identifiers to calls. Since here only processes 
can cai! procedures, we could attribute to a call the name of the process in which 
a call takes place. This solution works only if we can ensure that the association of 
names to processes is such that contemporary calls do not use the same name; for 
example, if a process splits into two parallel processes, say by a forking operation, 
then we should attribute to them new different names. As for the association of a 
name to a call, the simplest case is when we have a finite number of processes, with 
names statically determined by the syntax; then the translation of a procedure call 
can be: 
1 Gkxpr, Z>Il = (Uexpd 1 p- . r arc;( I, x).y- G,z.@.F.NIL)\p, 
where I identifies the name of the process. Recall that in that case also a solution 
in KS is possible, just using a corresponding number of copies of G. But note that 
then the translation of a procedure declaration depends on the number of processes. 
When the association of names to processes and hence to procedure calls is 
dynamic, then a standard technique is to insert in parallel with each running process 
;1 register I ID (for ‘identification’) storing the process name, initialized at the creation 
of ;i process with a new name taken from a name generating process. An example 
of this technique, though in a differe;it context, will be given later in the following 
\uhsection. Then in translating a procedure call we have to provide for reading the 
process name from the register ID, c.g., as follows: 
[G(expr, Z)l = ((le?tprUIp.u.~iil,N.LF’,,( Ri, s).y- G( N)z~,z.T.NIL)\~. 
,4 3uitable use of the restriction operator has to ensure that each process can only 
communicate with the right ID register. 
A change in the translation of a procedure declaration is required, when allowing 
procedures to call themselves. Let us retain for the moment the technique using the 
identification register ID and the corresponding translation of a procedure call. A 
reasonable extension of the previous approach is that not only a direct procedure 
call in a process I should retain I as identifier, but also all the nested indirect calls. 
Here too the idea works, if we can avolid name confusion: for example, if procedure 
bodies do not involve processes, by associating names to processes, as before, in a 
WY preventing contemporary calls to the same procedure by two processes having 
the \amt’ name. Thr~ the following translation of a procedure declaration, which 
‘7c’rlt’r3lizes the technique for handiing recursion in Milner [7. p. 1351, guarantees 2 
thlc correct links. Assume th;it G,, . . . , G,, are a rl-tuple of procedures which can 
call each other and let g, be the behalriour identifier corresponding to G,, 
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The introduction of these inner copies of g,, . . . , g, allows to handle recursion. 
All the previous solutions, though nice and appealing in their use of parametric 
channels, need some extra condition preventing name confusion. But parametric 
channels do also permit a totally different approach, which is quite general and in 
this respect seems to encompass all the previous ones: the procedure itself assigns 
an order number to each call: in other words, every call uses a different copy of 
the procedure, as it is shown below. 
[proc G( X: in ; Y: out)body] = g(O), where 
g(n)~ij,n.a-G(n)x.(g(n-;1))(LOCx1LOCY)cji,x.ubodyn 
before yvy.y - G( n)y.NIL)\Lx\ty)$ 
UG(expr, Z)j = ([exprjlpx.rl,n.a! - G(n)x.y- G(~)z&z.~.NIL)\~. 
In this case, a call of a procedure G consists first of all of a request on the line Q;, 
which g will answer by sending an order number n to the calling process. That 
process can use the nth copy of the procedure G through the line (Y - G(n) and 
y - G(n) while the (n + 1)st copy is created for allowing further calls. Notice that 
the last approach strictly needs parametric channels. An analogous technique will 
be used in Section 4 in the translation of :!x same procedure declaration in SCCS. 
With the above techniques we could, for example, complete our translation of 
Brinch Hansen’s Distributed Processes given in [2], removing the assumption there 
made of no parallel executions of a procedure. 
3.3. A language with process variables 
We consider a language ML which is a fragment of the metalanguage used in [4] 
for describing the semantics of ADA. For the concurrent structure tha,t metalanguage 
is based on an extension of CSP devised by Bjgrner and Folkjaer 131. In ML we 
have included those features, namely process instantiation and a communication 
scheme with process variables, which are of interest for illustrating the use of 
parametric channels. In the full metalanguage of [3 J the communicstion mechanisms 
are more variate and complex, but their treatment cioes not require a substantially 
ditferent technique. Apart from further exemplifying the use of parametric channels, 
the relevance of this translation should be clear: it means that the fors;?ai specification 
of ADA tasking given in [4] can be expressed in CCS/PC, and hence supported by 
21 nice mathematical foundation. But note that the specification given in [4] does 
not correspond exactly to the informal semantics of ADA given in the reference 
manual as noticed by the authors t5emselves: for example, timed statements hould 
have a different description, which is not possible in CCS/ PC. 
program ::= processor list ; initialize, 
processor list ::= processor 1 processor ;processor list, 
2. Asresiano, E. Zucca 
processor ::= p: processor (var) = (decl list ;clause list), 
P ::= identifier, 
initialize list ::= initialize 1 initialize ; initialize list, 
initialize ::= initialize p(expr), 
decl list ::= decl 1 decl ; decl list, 
decl ::= ivar : Lf 1 var : type, 
clause list ::= clause 1 clause ; clause list, 
clause ::= nd-input clause Ioutput clause I start clause I . . . , 
nd-input clause ::= (input clause list), 
input clause list ::= input clause ) input clause ; input clause list, 
input clause ::= input var from ivar * clause list, 
output clause ::= output expr to ivar * clause list, 
start clause ::= [ivar ::= ] start pI expr). 
An ML program consists of a dynamically varying number of disjoint prclcesses, 
each one identified by a name (here a natural number) and being an instance of a 
processor definition declared at the beginning of the program. The initialize part 
specifies the instances which start at the beginning of the execution; new instances 
can be cre,. :? !I, executing start clauses. A start clause start p(expr) specifies that 
a new inst 4.. , . dsed on the processor definition identified by p, starts running in 
parallel witi.! tl‘lf instances which already exist, having as actual parameter the value 
of expr. With ;his new instance is associated a new, unique name which identifies 
it. Every instance has its own variables; variables of type II, ranged over by ‘;T, are 
used to store instance names. 
Instances communicate via input/output clauses which are an extended version 
of CSP ones. More precisely, an output clause ‘output expr to 7r *clause list’ 
specifies as a partner, instead of a statically known process (as in C SP), the instance 
whose name is stored in n. (Analogously for input clauses.) 
Trunslation. We write just P, I RI p3 instead of either ( P, I P,)I p3 or P, I( PJ P3) because 
they are strongly equivalent (analogously for +). We give a tran!;lation scheme 
following the order of the syntax clauses, with interleaved explanatory comments. 
In what follows, n, m are variables with values in N and Pr ranges over ML 
programs. 
[Pri] = [processor list ; initialize list1 
= ([processor list! I[initialize IistJ 1 NAw-.s(0)~\.4,~,, 
where 
Apr = {who,, who-, start,, from-i-to--JI p is a processor definition 
identifier in Pr, i, j E N}. 
NAMES( n)+who, n.who2 ??.NAMES(FI -t i ), 
where who,. who+ J and D(who,) = D(who,) =N. 
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NAMES is just a generator of new instance names (identified here by natural 
numbers). It sends the name n of a new instance on the line who, to the started 
instance itself, on the line who2 to the starter instance which can store it in an own 
variable of type U. 
In the following, PID denotes the set of processor definition identifiers, ranged 
over by p, and X denotes a variable. 
[processor ; processor list] = [processor] 1 [processor list], 
up: processor (X) = (decl list ; clause list)1 = o( p), 
where 
o(pvar)esta.rt(pvar)x.who,n.(((LOC 1 ,x &x.[decl list I clause lists]) 
where ylr,, start,, E J ; D(start,) is the set of values which can be stored in X and 
pvar is a variable with values in PID. 
The tran-lation of a processor definition p is a recursively defined program w( p) 
which, afte:* 1.eceiving a start signal on start,,, produces a new instance identified by 
a new name received on the line who, from NAMES. ID(n) is just a ‘read only’ 
register which stores the ‘identity’ of an instance, in the sense that n is the integer 
which identifies the instance. 
[initialize ; initialize list1 = [initializej 1 [initialize listI, 
[initialize p( expr)l] = ([exprj 1 ps.start,x.who2 n.NI L)\p. 
The initialize part always activates the first instance of p, say with name II. kotice 
that the input guard who? )I is only present for homogeneity with the translation 
of the start clauses (see later), so that NAMES(~) can pass to NAMES( n + I). 
[decl list ; clause listn = ([decl listlj 1 [clause listB)\Ldecl iiSl, 
where \ Ldccl list is a shorter notation for \L,,\ l - - \&, if X,, . . . , Xk are the variables 
declared in ‘decl list’; 
[decl ; decl list1 = [decl] 1 [decl listI], 
[X: typen = Lots, 
UT: Irg = LOC,, where D(cu,)=D(y,)=N; 
[clause ; clause listI/ = [clause] before [clause listn, 
l( input clause ; input clause list)1 = [input clausel] +[input clause listI/, 
[input X from 77 *clause listn = 
= yrljn. y,m.from- to-( m, n)_x.cY,.x.[clause list], 
E. Astesiano, E. Zuccu 
[output expr to w * clause listl] = 
= (Uqdl I pwda m.from-to-mX.[clause list] Up, 
I[ 7~ := ] start p(expr)l = ([exprll p-u.start,x.who,n.[~,n.]F.NIL)\p. 
The label expression from-to-( i, j) evaluates to from--i-to-j (E d) for every 
i, j E N. -Notice that the channel used in a communication depends on the name of 
the instance itself and on the instance name stored in the ivariable appearing in the 
clause. Since these two names are not known from the syntax, but the first is 
dynamically assigned at the moment of the creation and the second is determined 
at run time when reading the ivariable, nonconstant label expressions are needed 
here. Notice, moreover, in the translation of a start clause the optional part 5,~ 
(not appearing in the translation of the initialize), which allows the storage in n, 
for use in communication 01’ the name II received from NAMF-.S (if the “, := ” part 
is present ). 
4. Extensions and discussion 
CCS/PC is an extension of &S which increases the power of CCS, while not 
lowering the level of the language; the extension consists essentially of admitting 
more powerful expressions, leaving invariate the communication mechanism. 
Another completely different approach for extending the expressive power of 
U’S has been taken by Milner (see [S]), who has devised a new calculus, SCCS, 
which is much more powerful and general than CCS. Though the comparison is 
more subtle than it appears at first sight, SCCS is in some sense a lower-level calculus 
than KS, espcciai’ly because it eliminates values and hence expressions: but values 
can be encoded in SCCS and, moreover, the full CCS and CCS/PC can be reobtained 
3s hubcalculi of SCCS (see [(u, Part 21). Clearly SACS provides a very elegant and 
unifying foundational framework, which we consider a truly remarkable 
achievement. 
We believe that both approaches are useful, in order to provide modularity in 
dealing <with semantics of’ concurrency: in particular, they can be applied to give 
semantics by translation. 
In this section we discuss, illustrate and implicitly compare the two approaches, 
first indicating possible extensions of Cc’S/PC and then showing by an example 
how the parametric channels problem can be solved in SCCS. 
E~f~~rrsions. In the preceding section we gave the translation of a fragment of the 
mctalanguage used in [4]. In the other mentioned paper [3]. R$rner and Folkiaer 
admit a more flexible version of I/O clauses, like 
ouput expr to me in TT - set expr : [set r ;I, 
where TT -set expr is an expression whose evaluation produces a set of instance 
nitmes. In this case the possible receivers ;ire a set of instances which is evaluated 
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at run time. Label expressions as they have been introduced are no ionger sufficient 
to describe this situation ; a further extension of CCS is needed, where we replace 
label expressions Cp with label -set expressions !P which evaluate to sets of labels. 
Hence if !P +* a, for (Y in a set of labels L, then tVx.P +“’ P{ u/x} for cy in L. 
Notice that this corresponds to removing the assumption of uniqueness in the 
evaluation of label expressions, and then the parametric channels described in this 
paper are only a special case of this more general description. Notice also that such 
an extension would correspond to a bigger (proper) subset of CTs than CCS/PC 
(for example, ihe CT of Fig. 2 would be expressible). Clearly., further extensions 
in the same spirit are possible; e.g., instead of label expressions we could consider 
label-value expressions which evaluate to sets of pairs (label, value), thus allowing 
one to express the tree in Fig. 3. 
ft 
Fig. 3. 
Finally, we mention other extensions that we have considered in some stage of 
our work (the first has been included in the Conf’erence paper; the second has also 
been suggested by one of the referees): 
( 1) admitting parametric relabellings, i.e., considering behavic ur expressions 
B[R], where R is an expression which evaluates to a relabelling; 
(2) allowing parametric restrictions, i.e., considering behaviour expressions B\@, 
where Q, denotes a label expression. 
In the examples found so far we did not need such extensions, but we cannot 
exclude that they can become of value in some applications. As for the relative 
theory, from what we have seen so far, it seems plausible to anticipate that no 
essential changes would be needed, but that should be checked in detail. 
fmunetric charwuls in !KC’S. SCCS, introduced by Milner [S], is a synchronous 
calculus without value passing and with only four operators and recursion without 
parameters, in which the binary operator + is replaced by an infinite indexed sum. 
Value and label passing/parametric channels can be suitably encoded in SCCS. We 
will give here not a formal encoding of CCS/PC into SCCS, but, as an example, a 
translation into SCCS of the procedure case mentioned in Section 1.2. 
[Iproc G( X: in ; y: out) body1 = g(,, 
62 E. Astesiano, E. Zucca 
where 
g,efi 1 cu-G,,:(g,+,x(LOC,~xLOC~~xcu:X,:I[bodyn . 
x f (1, 
before C 7 - y?, : y - Gi,y : ll)\L,y\,Ly) , 
\‘cw 
where 
~oc,~ e= s c a - A’,,, :REG - X,, , 
171 ‘ (0 > 
REG-X,+6 c Q-XX,,, : REG - X,,, + y - X,, : REG - X,, , 
?)I I w 
L = b - x,, Y-X I n E 0) for any register X, 
E before E’ = (E[d] X fi(p: E’))\\P 
(where + = B/F, p new) for any SCCS expression E, E’. 
The def;nition of a register shows one of the essential features of SCCS: values 
are coded into integer indexes. While referring to Milner [8] for a full explanation 
of SC‘CS, we give here the essential elements for understanding the example. 
SC’CS is a synchronous language, in the following sense: the composition operator 
of KS, whose behaviour is described saying that in P, 1 P, either P, and Pz 
synchronously communicate or may move independently (i.e., asynchronously) is 
replaced by a product X, such that in E, X El (E ranges over SCCS expressions), 
both El and E2 must move together in a synchronous way. Hence when we want 
to allow an SCCS expression to wait, we must use the explicit delay operator 6. 
Thus, for example, the effect of prefixing SCCS expressions by Scu: operator is the 
same as prefixing a CC’S expression by an <Y operator. 
$,is analogous to the restriction operator \ in KS; & is a morphism, which 
is a suitable notion replacing C‘CS relabelling. 
As we already did for the composition operator in CCS and KS/PC, we use x 
as an n-ary, inste;.\d of binary, operator, because it is associative. 
3 can ‘Je viewed here by the reader just as a new version of NI I... 
In the proposed translation, the behaviour of a procedure is modelled by an 
infmitz family of procedure copies g,, i E w, using the Fact that in SCCS we can write 
v L,. , Et, where .! is an enumerable set of indexes. Thus a call to G will be answered 
by exactly one g, and in this way the results of a procedure execution can be returned 
to the correct calling process without risk of intereferences (which was the problem 
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with CCS), because every calling process uses a particular procedure copy. The 
example above, as well as giving the flavour of SCCS, illustrates, in our opinion, 
when compared with the previous translation into CCS/PC, the advantage of a 
modular approach to translation: use flexible extensions of CCS for translating a 
concurrent language and encode the extensions into SCCS, as a foundational 
calculus. 
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